Datasheet

MOBILE FIRST

MOBILE IS THE HEART OF INTERACTION WITH
YOUR CUSTOMER ACROSS ALL CHANNELS

Drives Client Engagement

Full Omnichannel

Enables a phenomenal client experience that is fast,
secure and zero friction driving increased client
engagement. In fact our clients report double to triple
digit gains.

Conduct business over client preferred channels with
absolute certainty that approvals are completed by the
designated signatory - no shared credentials - capture
and log biometrics and geolocation.

Simplified User Experience

Eliminates Risk
No 3rd party dependencies allow us to close the door
on hackers and eliminates risk such as: credential
compromise, phishing and harvesting. Removes internal
company threats such as client account take over.

One consistent experience across all channels that
requires No passwords, No SMS, No pin rekeying,
No hard tokens, No challenge questions. Verifies any
transaction during the normal transaction flow.

Fast ROI - Within a Year

No Personal Info (PII) Ever Needed

At pennies per user, our unified defense in depth
approach eliminates the need for multiple technologies.
Removing passwords and PII dramatically reduces call
center volumes.

Eliminate the threat of social engineering and the
Equifax data breach. Improve your privacy posture and
inform your clients that you will never ask for PII.

Amazing Security
Intelligent end point protection at consumer speed and scale. Unique 1:1 split symmetric cryptographic keys for
every device / application pair allowing full bidirectional authentication. Eliminate weaknesses in SSL/TLS and allow
your APIs to go fully dark to the internet.
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SCALABLE. SECURE. PROVEN.

1.7

Billion Interactions

ZERO

Dollars, Data or Identities Lost

$2.2

Trillion Protected

Ensuring Mobile First
oo Make your mobile app the security control that
creates a consistent and secure omnichannel
experience across mobile, browser, call center
kiosk and in-person interactions.
oo Enable a mobile experience that doesn’t
require passwords, PINs, codes received via
SMS or 3rd party apps.
oo Leverage biometrics of your choice to give
customers the convenience they want and the
security they expect.
oo Safely and easily verify all transactions with
context-rich notifications and fully audited
responses.

oo Remove use of PII from all call center
interactions by leveraging your mobile app to
quickly and securely verify customer identity.
oo Satisfy business risk and compliance
requirements for your mobile app security to
unlock its potential by adding features and
operations you couldn’t before.
oo Add data heavy features by encrypting all
sensitive data stored on the device.
oo Increase engagement and customer
satisfaction by adding amazing security that is
painless to use.

REL-ID enhances security while also reducing security spend and deployment complexity – a real game changer.
Deploying REL-ID unlocks the power of your digital channel, makes life easy for the user, enhances your
regulatory and internal compliance proactively. Contact us today!
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